
Enigmatic Variations
by Phibs

How many letters don't belong in the completed grid?
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Across

1 Stood for French painter 
bringing forward start of 
exhibition (5)

4 A lot of canvas, say, in bag 
from the East (7)

9 Bottom fascinates me, one 
captured by stunted artist (7)

10 American company - it invested 
in nuclear energy plant that's 
dangerous (7)

11 Bread granny cut in both 
directions (4)

12 Colour shot of car belonging to 
setter (4)

13 Hostile nation sets one year 
aside for another purge (5)

14 Kay twice taken out by 
submissive Tyson? I'm in 
hysterics (6)

16 Colt, not gelded, is initially 
lacking focus (6)

17 Bar, last piece in grip of obese 
child (6)

19 Seduce enrolled nurse on three 
occasions, putting HR out (6)

23 Shock of hair hiding onset of 
grisly skin problem (5)

24 Old lady introduced to one's 
spiritual leader (4)

25 Antelope refuses to run - it ends 
up in the pot (4)

27 Tesla means to introduce new 
line (7)

28 Film revolving around a tango 
set in summer, in Paris (7)

29 Compact 1910 telephone rings 
(7)

30 Sadly 'e can't perform (5)

Down

1 Marrying maiden with giant 
bust (6)

2 Tensed up part-way through 
brilliant move (7)

3 Young Belgian adventurer's 
ultimately discharged in cast (4)

4 When to send out rolls and 
sandwiches to tuck into? (7)

5 Tidy round leaving one amateur 
with a score reduced by half (6)

6 In agreement over workers 
beginning to tackle restoration 
(9)

7 Famous contemporary of Hirst, 
D, embracing extremes of 
emotion (7)

8 Troublemaker Phibs receiving 
punishment bent over (6)

15 Cook came back from France 
inspired by brand-new pie 
filling (9)

17 Con man misguidedly wearing 
flashy tie (6)

18 Sponsor intended to have name 
suppressed (7)

19 Spring term uprising at Eton -
100 expelled (7)

20 Cheers following Canadian 
choral piece (7)

21 It offers protection against cold, 
dry air pockets (6)

22 Support ditching rein for stick 
(6)

26 Dope and ecstasy one's found in 
cell (4)


